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New Wet Cutting BX-3 Masonry Saw

MK Diamond addresses the new ruling by OSHA for silica dust reduction by redesigning the BX-3 Masonry Saw to include a wet cutting model. “With the reduction in the amount of silica that workers can be exposed to, we decided to engineer a wet cutting version of our popular BX-3. The use of water to reduce or eliminate the silica dust at the source, before it becomes airborne is very effective,” states Brian Delahaut, VP of MK Diamond Products.

MK Diamond’s BX-3 masonry saw was originally developed to target the masonry contractor's needs for portability, durability and reliability. “This new version has all those traits but now includes a water hose attachment fitting, water jets and a flow control valve,” continued Delahaut. Designed for lightweight and versatility, the BX-3 weighs only 50 pounds and features a high torque motor capable of cutting a variety of masonry material, such as brick, stone, pavement, or concrete block.

With a 1-3/4 HP, 120 volt motor that provides a blade RPM of 3,500, the BX-3 delivers on job performance and reliability. The open-back design allows large materials to be easily cut with an 8” x 8” x 16” cutting capacity. The 14” blade capacity provides a 5” depth of cut.

Durability is accomplished with a heavy-duty cast aluminum conveyor cart and zinc plated steel components. The ergonomically designed handle with trigger lock makes it safe, while maximizing operator productivity by reducing operator fatigue and discomfort.

The BX-3 includes a 14” masonry diamond blade, rip guide and a one year warranty. For more information about MK Diamond’s complete line of power tools and diamond products, call (800) 421-5830 or visit www.mkdiamond.com